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Abstract. The optical properties of brain tissues have been evaluated by
measuring the phase velocity and attenuation of harmonically modulated
light. The phase velocity for photon density waves at 650-nm wavelength

has been found to be in the range of 5 to 12% of the corresponding
velocity in a nonscattering medium, and the optical penetration depth was
in the range 2.9 to 5.2 mm. These results are used to predictthe resolution
of optical imaging of deep tissue structures by diffusely propagating incoherent photons. The results indicate that structures of a few millimeters
in linear dimension can be identified at 10 mm depth provided that proper
wavelength and time resolution are selected. This depth can possibly be

enlarged to 30 mm in the case of tissues with very low scattering such
as in the case of the neonatal human brain.
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1 Introduction
Optical techniques represent a valuable tool for in vivo anal-

ysis of tissue properties and for imaging of tissue structures . ,2 Recent developments have emphasized dynamic
measurements where either an ultrashort laser pulse or highfrequency amplitude-modulated laser light is launched into

the tissue.38 The properties of the transmitted light range
from quasi-coherent properties of the almost directly transmitted early part of the light to the almost randomized incoherent extensively scattered late part. This paper considers
the advantages as well as the limitations of using diffusely

propagating incoherently scattered light for evaluation of
tissue properties and for imaging.6'7'9
Irridiation with harmonically modulated optical beams
will initiate density waves of diffusely propagating photons.

The velocity of these waves, which is strongly dependent
on the modulation frequency, can typically vary from the
velocity of light as an upper limit, down to about 5% of
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this value in highly scattering tissues. We will also dem-

onstrate that image resolution in the time domain can be
significantly improved by receiving only the first part of the
diffuse transmitted light and that the resolution can be further improved by using an optical wavelength that is optimally selected with respect to the scattering and absorption
coefficient.3'1012 This paper, however, will be limited to
the diffusion approximation. The propagation of nonscattered or almost nonscattered photons can therefore not be
considered within the framework of this theory. Diffusion
theory only accounts for heavily scattered photons that propagate with a reduced effective velocity.

2 Optical Properties of Tissues
Biological media have because of their complicated structure very complex irregular optical properties. The optical

inhomogeneities are due to differences in the ability for
optical polarization as well as in the optical absorption.
These differences exist between the cells and their surroundings as well as within each individual cell.
The propagation of light in tissue is strongly influenced
by this mechanism; light is very efficiently scattered out of

an incident collimated beam. The light will typically be
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scattered into an almost isotropic distribution within a few
millimeters from the source. In some heavy scattering tis—

sues, such as in the case of adult brain tissues, this randomization takes place within a fraction of a millimeter.
The total optical radiation in tissues is therefore composed of waves arriving from different directions with different optical phases. An important question is whether the
phase relationships between these various waves are slowly
varying or if they vary in a rapid and stochastic manner.

The waves subjected to the first condition will add in a
partially coherent manner. The total optical power will then

Fig. I Propagation of photons in scattering media.

be determined by the average value of the square of the
total electric field. The power might then be higher or lower
than the sum of the optical power in each wave, dependent
on whether the waves add constructively or destructively.
On the other hand, the waves with rapid and stochastic phase
fluctuations will add incoherently. The total optical power
will then always be the sum of the power of all participating

High density

Net flow ofdiffuse photons

waves. Light propagating in mammalian tissues will typically loose coherence after a few millimeters from the irradiated surface; the only exception to this rule is ocular
media. The incoherent optical power can be characterized
by the radiant energy fluence rate defined as the optical
energy flux incident on an infinitesimal small sphere divided

by the cross-sectional area of that

13 This case is
illustrated by Fig. 1 . The photons are scattered in the tissue,
and each cell will be irradiated with incoherent light coming
from all directions.

3 Propagation of Harmonic Waves
locations in tissue by a mechanism very much of the same
nature as an ordinary diffusion process. The net transport
of the diffuse photons will occur only from regions with a
high fluence rate to regions with smaller values. The dynamics of this process can conveniently be described by
expressing the fluence rate in terms of harmonic waves.
These waves, which characterize the temporal and spatial
variations in the photon density, can be expressed in the
form,6
cos(on — k,x) exp ( — krX)

(

'J

where p(t,x) is the value of the fluence rate at position x in

space at time t.
The waves are characterized by the angular frequency
(U, which gives the change in radians per unit time, and by
the angular repetency k, , which gives the change in radians
13 The relation between the angular
per unit length in
frequency and the period in time, T, and the one between

the angular repetency and the period in space, i.e. , the
wavelength X , are

o==2'rr/T

,

k=2rr/X

4 Propagation of Lossless Waves
Because the photons flow from high- to low-density regions,

The diffuse scattered optical energy will propagate to distal

p(t,x)

Fig. 2 Representation of photon density wave from high to low fluence rate regions.

(2)

The attenuation of the waves is given by the attenuation

the net transport ofdiffuse photons in the positive x-direction
will require that the waves are attenuated. The flux of photons in an unattenuated wave during one period in time will

result in the same amount in the backward direction as in
the forward direction, and the net flux will be zero. The
angular repetency k and the attenuation coefficient k are
identically equal in any lossless diffusion process. They can
be expressed in the form [see Eq. (13)]

k kr = ((0/2X)"2

(3)

where X is the optical diffusivity. Optical diffusivity, in
turn, is a function ofthe familiar optical properties described
by the absorption 3 and effective scattering reff coefficients
[See Eq. (1 1)], which are, respectively, the reciprocal average distance between absorption and scattering events.
The diffusive waves are of the evanescent kind, and they
are attenuated even in the absence of any loss mechanism.
The total attenuation over a distance corresponding to one
wavelength X, since X = 2m'k1 = 2'rr/kr, 5 always equal to
exp( — 2'r). The amplitude of the waves is thus reduced to
about 0.2% ofthe initial value over a distance corresponding

to one wavelength. The waves also exhibit frequency dependent phase velocity. This velocity is given by [Eq. (13)]
to =

coefficient kr. The reciprocal value of this coefficient is
equal to the optical penetration depth, S, corresponding to
a decay of the amplitude to lie or 37% of the initial value.
The propagation of a photon density wave is shown in
Fig. 2. The density of the photons is given by the amplitude

Vph =

of the solid curve, and the direction of the individual photons

quencies. This arises from the fact that the diffusion model.

is illustrated by the arrows.

(4)

Under lossless conditions, the phase velocity increase is
proportional to the square root of the frequency . The phase
velocity is infinitely large for waves of infinite high fre-

is invalid for time scales shorter than the time between
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several scattering events. The propagation of those photons
that only undergo a very limited amount of scattering must
be described by the more complete electromagnetic equations.
The propagation of photons from a source can be characterized by a spectrum of harmonic diffusive waves. The
high-frequency waves, since they have the highest velocity,
will arrive first. But the high-frequency waves are the most
heavily attenuated, and a noticeable increase in the photon

density will occur only after arrival of waves with more
moderate attenuation. This will occur when waves with
reciprocal attenuation coefficients comparable to the distance arrive. The frequencies of these waves are given by
[Eq. (3)]
I \1/2
1
,
(5)

1o\

kr) =-
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Fig. 3 Relations between frequency, angular wavenumber and attenuation. The optical diffusivity (X= 64,000 m2/s) and the relaxation
time (r = 424 p5) correspond to values for bovine brain measured ex
vivo at 650-nm wavelength (See Table 1). Series 1 , 2, and 3, respectively, correspond to attenuation kr with loss (lower curve), repetency k1 with loss (upper curve), and the lossless case where kr = k1

(middle curve).

where L is the distance. The order of magnitude for the time
delay of arrival of these waves can therefore be expressed,

1 L2

tde1ay

(6)

5 Propagation of Waves with Loss
The presence of photon absorption alters the properties of

the waves in two significant ways. The absorption will primanly increase the attenuation. But this increased attentuation will, since a steepening of the density profile enhances
the diffusion, secondarily result in an increased wave yelocity. The absorption mechanism, which is important at all
frequencies below the reciprocal optical absorption relaxation time (i.e. , o.rr << 1) results in an attenuation and a
velocity of the form [Eq. (13)]
1

are in this case, as follows from Eqs. (3) and (4), both

1

kr112
I \ 1/2

CI)

(7)

IX

where T = 1/3c is the absorption relaxation time and 6 =
[31(1 +ifeff)] 1/2 is the optical penetration depth.
The attenuation and the phase velocity are now frequency
independent. This latter property has the important consequence that the velocity of the optical energy is frequency
independent and equal to the phase velocity. The time delay
for the envelope of an optical pulse to be transported over
a distance L is thus [Eq. (7)]
L
1/2

approaching zero in the zero frequency limit.
The results from measurements of low-frequency phase
velocity and attenuation in various tissues are given in Table 1.

These data were acquired using previously described

Vph2

tdelay

approaches, as follows from Eq. (13), the lossless case for
high frequencies, i.e. , for frequencies much higher than the
reciprocal relaxation time (f> > 1/21rT =0.38 GHz). In the
low-frequency region, however, the curve approaches zero
with a finite angle with the horizontal axis. This finite angle
represents the nonzero phase velocity as given by Eq. (7).
The lower curve (series 1) gives, correspondingly, the relation between the frequency in GHz and the attenuation
coefficient in inverse meters. The attenuation coefficient
approaches the finite value of kr 1/ in the zero frequency
limit, whereas in accordance with Eq. (13), kr approaches
the value for the lossless case in the high-frequency limit.
The middle curve (series 3) corresponds to the lossless case
where the attenuation coefficient kr and the angular repetency k are equal. The phase velocity and the attentuation

(8)

2()
The relations between frequency, angular wavenumber (repetency), and attentuation are shown in Fig. 3 [Eq. (13)].
The upper curve in Fig. 3 (series 2) shows the frequency
in GHz (f= o.1/2'rr) versus the angular wavenumber in inverse meters (i.e. , in radians/meter). This curve gives the
dispersion relation between frequency and repetency in a
region where the presence of loss is important. This curve
260 / OPTICAL ENGINEERING / February 1993 / Vol. 32 No. 2

Briefly, the
frequency-domain photon migration
photon migration instrument is a modified multiharmonic
Fourier transform phase and modulation fluorometer (SLM,
48000-medium high frequency, Champaign, Illinois). Light
is provided by a water-cooled argon-ion laser (Coherent
Innova 90-5) pumping a dye laser. A Pockels cell driven
by the amplified output of a harmonic comb generator is
used to produce light pulses with high harmonic content.
The harmonic comb generator output, in the frequency domain, is a fundamental frequency (typically 5 MHz) and its
integer harmonics at 5, 10, and 15 MHz, etc. , to 250 MHz.
Modulated light is coupled to a 600-pm-diam fused-silica
fiber optic probe and directed onto the sample.
A second fused-silica fiber (same dimension) collects the
scattered light and transmits it to the measurement photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R928). The gain of the photomultiplier tube is modulated by a second harmonic comb
generator and driven at the frequency of the Pockels cell
plus a small difference frequency (the cross-correlation frequency). The sample's phase and amplitude response at each
modulation frequency is contained within the corresponding
cross-correlation frequency. Using the multiharmonic tech-
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Table 1 Optical properties of tissues.
Tissue

Diffu—
sivity

Bovine brain

Relax-

Absorp-

Scatter-

Pene-

tration velo-

ation

tion

ing

time

coeff.

coeff.

X

r

m2/s

ps

depth
6

/3

cm'

cn'

Phase

city
Vph

nun

1/c

64 000

424

0.11

11

5.2

0.12

26 500

583

0.08

25

3.9

0.06

14 300

583

0.08

50

2.9

0.05

Ocular sclera,

human
Corpus callosum,

human brain

Relative to velocity of light in a non-scattering medium with the same
index of refraction, i.e. c=2.l4*l08 m/s, Wavelength 650 nm, Measured cx-

vivo

nique, we can acquire phase shifts and demodulations for
50 frequencies (5 to 250 MHz) in a few seconds. Brain data
were recorded from fresh refrigerated samples under infinite
medium conditions by inserting source and detector fibers
into the material. Sclera data were collected under simulated
infinite medium conditions by stacking several sections from

fresh human globes. The resulting dimensions were approximately 15 x 15 mm, and boundary effects were mmimized by immersing the entire sclera stack in 10% intralipid

during measurements. Optical properties were determined
from phase and amplitude information fit to a previously
described expression [Eq. (13) and Ref. 7] for at least three
source/detector separations. The results of Table 1 were
found utilizing the technique and equipment as described in
an earlier publication. 14
Table 1 gives six different optical tissue parameters for
each tissue. There are, however, only three independent sets
of parameters. When the index of refraction is given, the
optical properties can be characterized either by the optical
diffusivity and relaxation time (X,T), by the effective scattering and absorption coefficient (neff, 13), or finally by the
optical penetration depth and low-frequency phase velocity
(,Vph). The relations between the optical diffusivity, relaxation time, effective scattering coefficient, and absorption coefficient are given in Eq. (13). The corresponding
relations between the optical diffusivity, relation time, penetration depth , i.e. , the attenuation coefficient in the zero
frequency limit, and phase velocity Vph, i.e. , the phase yelocity in the zero frequency limit, are given in Eq. (7). The
data given in Table 1 range from tissues with more moderate
scattering, such as in the case of bovine and porcine brain,
to intense scattering media, such as the corpus callosum of
the human brain.

6 Propagation of Pulsed Optical Power
The propagation of an optical pulse can be represented with

a spectrum of harmonic waves, and the high-frequency con-

tent of this spectrum increases with the shortening of the
pulse. An infinitesimally short pulse releasing a finite amount

of optical energy, i.e. , a so-called Dirac or delta pulse,
corresponds to an infinitely broad frequency spectrum of
harmonic waves. The propagation of such a pulse is illustrated in Fig. 4.
An initial pulse of diffuse photons as shown on the left
side in Fig. 4, broadens during propagation as illustrated
by the pulse on the right side. The pulse broadening in a
diffusion process occurs because the various frequency components of the pulse propagate with different velocities; the
high-frequency components generally arrive before those
with low-frequency. The time delay for the pulse envelope
is also dependent on whether the rather lossless high-frequency

waves or the more lossy low-frequency waves are the predominant ones in the broadened pulse. If the high-frequency
components are the relevant ones, the delay is approximately

given by tdelay L2/X, where L is the traveled distance
[Eq. (6)]. The corresponding time delay for the pulse envelope in the low-frequency case is given by tcielay L/Vph
[Eq. (8)] . These two mechanisms are of equal importance
when
L2

L
1/2

2( —

\1

or

L(XT)1/2(XT)h/2=

(9)

The delay time for the arrival of the pulse envelope thus
increases quadratically with distance until the pulse has trayeled a length approximately equal to the optical penetration
OPTICAL ENGINEERING / February 1993 / Vol. 32 No. 2 I 261
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The case of 5-mm-deep lines is illustrated in Fig. 6(a).
The time axis spans from the release of the pulse to the
arrival of the pulse envelope [Eq. (8)1 . This delay is for
bovine brain tissue equal to tdelay 203 p5 for L =5 mm.
The presence of the two individual lines is now clearly
identifiable in the peak of the pulse. The corresponding

Flow of photons

iV\-:&

i\

Fig. 4 Representation of pulse broadening during propagation.

Tissue surface

results for 10-mm-deep lines are shown in Fig. 6(b). Here,

the two individual lines are difficult to identify, but the
general presence ofthe absorbing lines is still clearly visible.
However, this information is almost completely lost on the
tail ofthe pulse arriving after 8 14 ps [see Fig. 6(c)I . Clearly,
much better resolution is possible if light is collected before
the scattering has become too extensive. This can, in prin-

ciple, be obtained by two different techniques. The first,
and rather obvious one, is to receive only the first part of
the pulse and reject all light that arrives later. The flank of
the pulse arriving after 129 ps contains, as shown in Fig. 6(d),

Release of optical energy

Fig. 5 Initial conditions for Fig. 6 simultations: release of optical energy below tissue surface.

depth. In the case of larger lengths, the delay time increases

approximately linearly with traveled distance. The different
properties of the various frequency components of an optical
pulse have important implications in imaging of tissue struc-

tures. This is demonstrated by the series of simulations
illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5 describes the model
boundary conditions: two parallel absorbing lines, 1 mm in
width, 10 mm apart, embedded in tissue at a depth of either

5 or 10 mm below the surface. A Dirac pulse is released
below the surface at time t = 0 in the absorber plane . Infinitely absorbing lines are selected to optimize contrast. Con-

trast enhancement in real imaging applications would, of
course, involve some degree of optical frequency manipulation. In addition, we have necessarily selected relatively
simple conditions that do not violate our diffusion theory
framework. Thus. the Fig. 6 simulation involves observation of the shadow cast by each line under uniform field
illumination. Real systems would employ more complex
single- or multiple-point sources at a partially transmitting
surface. These source and boundary conditions were intentionally imposed, however, to reveal more clearly the interplay between photon diffusion and spatial contrast.
Figure 6 shows the time development of the fluence rate
for various conditions. The fluence rate was calculated from
the diffusion equation with boundary solutions for a totally
reflecting surface as derived in Sec. 8. The explicit solution
for this fluence rate is given by Eq. (23). The vertical axis

gives the surface fluence rate in W/m2. As illustrated in
Fig. 5, the optical energy is released in a horizontal layer
below the surface. Here, the two black lines intersect at
right angles, the marks in the middle of the z axis. The
second horizontal axis records time elapsed (picoseconds)
after release of a Dirac pulse of i04 J/m2, roughly the max-

imum energy density that can be released without introducing thermal damage to the tissue.
262 / OPTICAL ENGINEERING / February 1993 / Vol. 32 No. 2

well-defined information on the presence of the two mdividual black lines. The second method is to shorten the
delay of the pulse itself by selecting an optical wavelength
with higher loss. As discussed previously, enhancement of
the loss will increase the velocity of the pulse envelope.
The propagation of a pulse at a wavelength corresponding
to 10 x higher loss is shown in Fig. 6(e). Under these conditions a pulse delayed only 129 ps contains information
regarding individual lines at the peak of the pulse. This
technique, of course, has the drawback that the flank of the
pulse is somewhat attenuated.
The amount of this loss follows from Figs. 6(d) and 6(e);

the maximum value of the fluence rate in Fig. 6(d) is a
factor of about 15 larger than the maximum value in Fig. 6(e).

The impact of reduced loss is demonstrated by Fig. 6(f).
This figure shows the pulse after propagation 10 mm through

a medium with the same optical diffusivity as the bovine
brain, but with a loss corresponding to the ultimate minimum
loss for tissues, i.e. , that of sea water. The pulse in the sea

waterlike phantom tissue, which has an optical relaxation
time of 10 ns and an optical penetration depth of =25 mm,
will be dominated by the high-frequency waves. The time
delay is therefore only dependent on the diffusivity, and the
time delay is about tdelay 1563 p5 as given by Eq. (6). The
contrast is now very poor, and the presence of the absorbing
lines is barely seen in the pulse amplitude.
These results, however, also reveal the limitations of the
diffusion approximation. No upper limit exists for the wave

velocity within this approximation; waves of infinite high
frequencies have infinite high phase velocity. On the other
hand, the attenuation of the high-frequency waves are heavily attenuated; waves of infinite high frequencies are infinitely heavily attenuated. This phenomenon is responsible
for the nonzero values of the fluence rate at times shorter
than the time of flight of nonscattered photons, i.e. , L/c
= 47 5 for Figs. 6(b) through 6(f). The diffusion theory
based on a multiple scattering process is basically invalid
for time scales comparable or shorter than the time of flight
of nonscattered photons.

7 Conclusions
The properties of brain tissues reveal that optical imaging

of tissue structures is also possible within the framework of
diffusely propagating incoherent photons. However, the depth
of resolution for time-independent imaging is very limited
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Bovine brain, 650nm (64,OOUrn2/424ps) Lines

Lines

5 mm depth (O—203ps)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Lines

(e)

1() mm depth (O—4U7ps)

10 mm depth (0-129ps)

(f)

Fig. 6 Optical fluence rate at the tissue surface in W/m2 [vertical after release of an optical Dirac pulse
of 10,000 JIm2 (1 JIcm2)] in the layer embedded into the tissue. Horizontal axes describe time (picoseconds) release of the pulse and the position of two totally absorbing 1-mm lines located in the
horizontal plane normal to the z axis.
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when optical wavelengths corresponding to maximum penetration are used. This restriction can be improved either
by selecting an optical wavelength with higher loss or by
using time- or frequency-resolved techniques . The technique
of enhancing the optical loss has its limitations because the
relevant signal attenuation also is increased, whereas the
practical applicability of time-resolved techniques is limited
by the availability of inexpensive fast optical equipment.
The relevant time and frequency scales are, respectively,

10 to 100 ps and 1 to 10 GHz for imaging of 10- to
30-mm-deep structures. However, the progress of high-speed

laser diodes and solid state detectors over the last decade
indicates that optical techniques might have significant future applications for in vivo spectroscopy and imaging of
tissue structures.

8 Appendix
The optical diffusion equation can be expressed6

(15)

P(x,5)(Xk2_5_)=O
where

k=

uI
1
I —I s+

1/2

(16)

T

LX\

The boundary condition at a partially transmitting radiative
surface can be expressed

Xt3p

(17)

C 3x

where A is a photon flux transfer coefficient at the surface.
This quantity, which is a function of the properties of the
tissue and of the surrounding medium, ranges from zero to
infinity, respectively, for the totally reflecting and the totally
transmitting boundary.

A finite amount of optical energy released in a layer

parallel to the surface at a depth ofx = gives the following:

8t r

(10)

,

where 'p is the optical fluence rate, t is time, q is the diffuse
photon source density, and C 15 the velocity of light in the

X3pi X8p2
—————=Qi
CaX CI3X
(18)

medium. The optical diffusivity X and the absorption relaxation time r can be expressed15

(P1(P2

x=

is energy density released per unit area in the layer at time

CO

=

T

CO

t=0.

3[o(1—g)+3]n 3(Oeff+13)fl
(11)

n

CO3

where o and g are, respectively, the scattering coefficient

and the average cosine ofthe scattering angle. The parameter

eff O(1 — g) is the effective scattering coefficient, 3 is
the absorption coefficient, and CO and n are, respectively,
the velocity of light in vacuum and the index of refraction
of the medium.
Harmonic solutions of the diffusion equation can be writ-

ten in the form
(p x exp[i(ot

—

kx)]

exp( — krX)

where (p1 and (P2, respectively, are the Laplace transforms
of the fluence rates at x = — and x = + . The quantity Qi

(12)

where k1 and kr, respectively, are the angular repetency and
the attenuation coefficient. The angular frequency is o, and
x is the distance in space. The relation between these quantities follows from substitution of Eq. (12) in Eq. (10)6:

The Laplace transform of the solutions can be expressed
in the form [Eq. (14)]

p(x,s)= Ci exp(kx) + C2 exp(—kx)

for 0<x<

for x> ,

p(x,s) = C3 exp(—kx)

(19)

where k is the positive root of Eq. (16). The constants Ci,
C2, and C3 follow from the boundary conditions given in
Eqs. (17) and (18). The solution can then be expressed in
the form

p(x,s) =

—

CQp'(l

exp( kJ —xf) +

CA1

1

exp[ —k( +x)]

1

(20)

—2 k[k+(CA/X) exp[_k(+x)J})

The time-dependent solution follows from the inverse
Laplace transform:

kr

k=

p(x,t) =

{[1 +(oT)2J112+ 1}h/2
(2XT)112

'p(x,s) =

(13)

1
(T)112

{[1 + (uT)21"2 —

1}h/2

2(ITXt)112

The 1-D time dependent can be found by expressing the
spatial dependence of the solutions in the form

pxexp(—kx) .

1

(14)

The Laplace transform of the homogeneous diffusion equation can thus be expressed [Eqs. (10) and (14)]
264 / OPTICAL ENGINEERING / February 1993 / Vol. 32 No. 2

1

1—(x_)21 +
4Xt j

I —(x+)2

ex

4Xt

— h exp[h(x + ) + h2Xt]
x erfc[2/2 + h(Xt)h/2]) [CQPI exp( —
(21)
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where h =Ac/X has been substituted.
The term containing the complementary error function
can also be written

12. J. Fishkin, E. Gratton, M. J. vandeVen, and W. W. Mantulin, "Diffusion of intensity modulated near-infrared light in turbid media, ' ' in
TimeResolvedSpectroscopy andimaging ofTissues, Proc. SPIE 1431,
122—135 (1991).
13. ' 'Quantities and units of light and related electromagnetic radiations,"

International Standard ISO 31/6 (1980).

—h

'

14. B. J. Tromberg, L. 0. Svaasand, T. T. Tsay, and C. H. Haskell,

exp[h(x + ) + h2Xt] eric[1i2 + h(Xt)h/2]

—

h

F

('nXt)l/2J0

exp( — ha)

'Properties of photon density waves in multiple-scattering media,"
App!. Opt. (in press).
15. A. Ishimaru, "Diffusion of light in turbid materials," App!. Opt. 28,

(x++a)2l da
4Xt

expL

j

2210—2215

.

(22)

16.

(1989).

H. S. Carsiaw and J. C. Jaeger, Conduction ofHeat in Solids, Oxford
Science Publication, Oxford, pp. 371 (1959).

The fluence rate due to the release of a uniform energy
density Qi per unit length of an infinite thin line parallel
to the surface at time t= 0 can correspondingly be expressed16

I (x_)21

I
p(x,z,t) =
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where the line is oriented parallel to the y-axis and goes
through the point given by (x = , z =
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